
Condoms Lubricants Massage Toys Giftbox

Safe Massage
Seduce your partner with the Safe Massage Candle. The candles have a wonderful scent that will spread out into your
bedroom. Light the candle and wait until the ‘wax’ becomes liquid and transforms into soft massage oil.

Let your room smell like 
spring blossom with the 
Desire Massage Candle. 

With the Green Twist 
Massage Candle, you will 
have a fresh but sensual 
fragrance spread out into 
your bedroom. This candle 
has the exciting smell of 
Appletini. 

Seduce your partner with this 
fabulous Seduction Massage 
Candle. The candle has a 
vanilla scent that warms your 
bedroom atmosphere in no 
time.

By using this Spiritual 
Massage Candle, you will 
quickly get to an exciting and 
erotic level. The candle has a 
scent of bamboo and water 
lily, so you can really relax.

With the All Natural 
Massage Oil (200ml), you 
can spoil each other with 
a fantastic massage. This 
massage oil will give you a 
softer and more flexible skin. 
The massage oil is free from 
parabens, hypoallergenic 
and made of animal-friendly 
products.

Safe Giftbox

The Safe Pleasure Giftset is the ultimate gift to surprise your partner. Enjoy 
this gorgeous set and bring the passion in your relationship to a higher 
level. This set contains the following products:

 - Safe Lubricant Silicones
 - Safe Vibraring
 - Safe Perfect Vibe

The Safe Enjoy Together Giftbox is a beautiful set to enjoy together, 
containing the following products:

 - Safe Lubricant Silicones
 - Safe Vibraring
 - Safe Sensation
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Safe Condoms

Just Safe Condoms have a standard 
condom design with an anatomic 
shape, which makes it suitable for 
almost everyone.

Safe Performance Condoms are 
designed to delay your climax in a 
natural way.

Feel Safe Condoms (Ultra-Thin) 
provide even more feeling, and are 
just as safe as regular condoms.

Safe XL Condoms are larger than 
standard latex condoms and provide 
extra comfort (21,5 cm long).

Intense Safe Condoms feature ridges 
and nubs for maximum stimulation.

Safe Strong Condoms are extra 
strong and therefore extra safe. As a 
result the condoms are suitable to use 
for anal penetration.

All Safe Condoms have a CE-registration and meet all strict European requirements. In order to maintain the high 
quality level of Safe condoms, these are tested by an independent test laboratory. All condoms are available in packs 
of 5, 10 and 36 pieces.

Safe Lubricants
Safe Lubricants are a high quality and CE-registrated lubricant. The lubricants have been developed to increase pleasure 
and a joint intimate experience. All Safe Lubricants feel silky soft and have their own unique feature.

Lubricant Silicone (50ml) 
is a silicon-based lubricant 
that is ultra-efficient, with 
long lubricating power. 
Suitable for (intimate) body 
massage and intercourse.

Lubricant Performance (50ml)
is a water-based lubricant 
with an orgasm-delaying 
formula.

Lubricant Caring (50ml)
contains Aloë Vera for a 
caring touch and is a water-
based lubricant. Useful in 
combination with toys.

FemmeTastique (50ml)
is a stimulating gel for 
women. The gel improves the 
blood flow which results in 
an increase of sensitivity, so 
that every touch feels more 
intense.

Lubricant Waterbased (500ml)
for frequent intimate use. 
Flavour- and fragrance-free. 
Useful in combination with 
toys.

Safe Toys
Safe (erotic) toys have been developed to enjoy together and get more out of your love life. All Safe toys are 
ergonomically designed. 

The Safe Vibraring is a unisex 
toy that gives both partners a 
spectacular feeling.

The Safe Perfect Vibe is a clitoral 
stimulator, inspired by the female 
body. Silicon-based for a softer touch.

The Safe Sensation is a partner vibrator and comes with 
a clitoral stimulator and cockring. The vibrator provides 
stimulation for both men and women. Ideal for foreplay 
or for extra stimulation during sex.

The Safe Sensual is a luxury silicone G-spot vibrator. Thanks 
to the slight curve in the design, you can very easily find the 
G-spot. This luxury vibrator is (splash) water resistant and has 
two vibrating motors with ten different vibration modes.

The Safe Toy Cleaner is an effective, lemon-
scented spray to safely clean your toys.

230126 36pcs 230119 10pcs 230117 5pcs
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230134 36pcs 230122 10pcs 230132 5pcs

230127 36pcs 230120 10pcs 230129 5pcs

230135 36pcs 230123 10pcs 230133 5pcs
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Safe Condoms

Just Safe Condoms have a standard 
condom design with an anatomic 
shape, which makes it suitable for 
almost everyone.

Safe Performance Condoms are 
designed to delay your climax in a 
natural way.

Feel Safe Condoms (Ultra-Thin) 
provide even more feeling, and are 
just as safe as regular condoms.

Safe XL Condoms are larger than 
standard latex condoms and provide 
extra comfort (21,5 cm long).

Intense Safe Condoms feature ridges 
and nubs for maximum stimulation.

Safe Strong Condoms are extra 
strong and therefore extra safe. As a 
result the condoms are suitable to use 
for anal penetration.

All Safe Condoms have a CE-registration and meet all strict European requirements. In order to maintain the high 
quality level of Safe condoms, these are tested by an independent test laboratory. All condoms are available in packs 
of 5, 10 and 36 pieces.

Safe Lubricants
Safe Lubricants are a high quality and CE-registrated lubricant. The lubricants have been developed to increase pleasure 
and a joint intimate experience. All Safe Lubricants feel silky soft and have their own unique feature.

Lubricant Silicone (50ml) 
is a silicon-based lubricant 
that is ultra-efficient, with 
long lubricating power. 
Suitable for (intimate) body 
massage and intercourse.

Lubricant Performance (50ml) 
is a water-based lubricant 
with an orgasm-delaying 
formula.

Lubricant Caring (50ml)
contains Aloë Vera for a 
caring touch and is a water-
based lubricant. Useful in 
combination with toys.

FemmeTastique (50ml)
is a stimulating gel for 
women. The gel improves the 
blood flow which results in 
an increase of sensitivity, so 
that every touch feels more 
intense.

Lubricant Waterbased (500ml) 
for frequent intimate use. 
Flavour- and fragrance-free. 
Useful in combination with 
toys.

Safe Toys
Safe (erotic) toys have been developed to enjoy together and get more out of your love life. All Safe toys are 
ergonomically designed. 

The Safe Vibraring is a unisex 
toy that gives both partners a 
spectacular feeling.

The Safe Perfect Vibe is a clitoral 
stimulator, inspired by the female 
body. Silicon-based for a softer touch.

The Safe Sensation is a partner vibrator and comes with 
a clitoral stimulator and cockring. The vibrator provides 
stimulation for both men and women. Ideal for foreplay 
or for extra stimulation during sex.

The Safe Sensual is a luxury silicone G-spot vibrator. Thanks 
to the slight curve in the design, you can very easily find the 
G-spot. This luxury vibrator is (splash) water resistant and has 
two vibrating motors with ten different vibration modes.

The Safe Toy Cleaner is an effective, lemon-
scented spray to safely clean your toys.
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Safe Condoms

Just Safe Condoms have a standard 
condom design with an anatomic 
shape, which makes it suitable for 
almost everyone.

Safe Performance Condoms are 
designed to delay your climax in a 
natural way.

Feel Safe Condoms (Ultra-Thin) 
provide even more feeling, and are 
just as safe as regular condoms.

Safe XL Condoms are larger than 
standard latex condoms and provide 
extra comfort (21,5 cm long).

Intense Safe Condoms feature ridges 
and nubs for maximum stimulation.

Safe Strong Condoms are extra 
strong and therefore extra safe. As a 
result the condoms are suitable to use 
for anal penetration.

All Safe Condoms have a CE-registration and meet all strict European requirements. In order to maintain the high 
quality level of Safe condoms, these are tested by an independent test laboratory. All condoms are available in packs 
of 5, 10 and 36 pieces.

Safe Lubricants
Safe Lubricants are a high quality and CE-registrated lubricant. The lubricants have been developed to increase pleasure 
and a joint intimate experience. All Safe Lubricants feel silky soft and have their own unique feature.

Lubricant Silicone (50ml) 
is a silicon-based lubricant 
that is ultra-efficient, with 
long lubricating power. 
Suitable for (intimate) body 
massage and intercourse.

Lubricant Performance (50ml)
is a water-based lubricant 
with an orgasm-delaying 
formula.

Lubricant Caring (50ml)
contains Aloë Vera for a 
caring touch and is a water-
based lubricant. Useful in 
combination with toys.

FemmeTastique (50ml)
is a stimulating gel for 
women. The gel improves the 
blood flow which results in 
an increase of sensitivity, so 
that every touch feels more 
intense.

Lubricant Waterbased (500ml)
for frequent intimate use. 
Flavour- and fragrance-free. 
Useful in combination with 
toys.

Safe Toys
Safe (erotic) toys have been developed to enjoy together and get more out of your love life. All Safe toys are 
ergonomically designed. 

The Safe Vibraring is a unisex 
toy that gives both partners a 
spectacular feeling.

The Safe Perfect Vibe is a clitoral 
stimulator, inspired by the female 
body. Silicon-based for a softer touch.

The Safe Sensation is a partner vibrator and comes with 
a clitoral stimulator and cockring. The vibrator provides 
stimulation for both men and women. Ideal for foreplay 
or for extra stimulation during sex.

The Safe Sensual is a luxury silicone G-spot vibrator. Thanks 
to the slight curve in the design, you can very easily find the 
G-spot. This luxury vibrator is (splash) water resistant and has 
two vibrating motors with ten different vibration modes.

The Safe Toy Cleaner is an effective, lemon-
scented spray to safely clean your toys.
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Condoms Lubricants Massage Toys Giftbox

Safe Massage
Seduce your partner with the Safe Massage Candle. The candles have a wonderful scent that will spread out into your
bedroom. Light the candle and wait until the ‘wax’ becomes liquid and transforms into soft massage oil.

Let your room smell like 
spring blossom with the 
Desire Massage Candle. 

With the Green Twist 
Massage Candle, you will 
have a fresh but sensual 
fragrance spread out into 
your bedroom. This candle 
has the exciting smell of 
Appletini. 

Seduce your partner with this 
fabulous Seduction Massage 
Candle. The candle has a 
vanilla scent that warms your 
bedroom atmosphere in no 
time.

By using this Spiritual 
Massage Candle, you will 
quickly get to an exciting and 
erotic level. The candle has a 
scent of bamboo and water 
lily, so you can really relax.

With the All Natural 
Massage Oil (200ml), you 
can spoil each other with 
a fantastic massage. This 
massage oil will give you a 
softer and more flexible skin. 
The massage oil is free from 
parabens, hypoallergenic 
and made of animal-friendly 
products.

Safe Giftbox

The Safe Pleasure Giftset is the ultimate gift to surprise your partner. Enjoy 
this gorgeous set and bring the passion in your relationship to a higher 
level. This set contains the following products:

 - Safe Lubricant Silicones
 - Safe Vibraring
 - Safe Perfect Vibe

The Safe Enjoy Together Giftbox is a beautiful set to enjoy together, 
containing the following products:

 - Safe Lubricant Silicones
 - Safe Vibraring
- Safe Sensation
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Condoms Lubricants Massage Toys Giftbox

Safe Massage
Seduce your partner with the Safe Massage Candle. The candles have a wonderful scent that will spread out into your
bedroom. Light the candle and wait until the ‘wax’ becomes liquid and transforms into soft massage oil.

Let your room smell like 
spring blossom with the 
Desire Massage Candle. 

With the Green Twist 
Massage Candle, you will 
have a fresh but sensual 
fragrance spread out into 
your bedroom. This candle 
has the exciting smell of 
Appletini. 

Seduce your partner with this 
fabulous Seduction Massage 
Candle. The candle has a 
vanilla scent that warms your 
bedroom atmosphere in no 
time.

By using this Spiritual 
Massage Candle, you will 
quickly get to an exciting and 
erotic level. The candle has a 
scent of bamboo and water 
lily, so you can really relax.

With the All Natural 
Massage Oil (200ml), you 
can spoil each other with 
a fantastic massage. This 
massage oil will give you a 
softer and more flexible skin. 
The massage oil is free from 
parabens, hypoallergenic 
and made of animal-friendly 
products.

Safe Giftbox

The Safe Pleasure Giftset is the ultimate gift to surprise your partner. Enjoy 
this gorgeous set and bring the passion in your relationship to a higher 
level. This set contains the following products:

 - Safe Lubricant Silicones
 - Safe Vibraring
 - Safe Perfect Vibe

The Safe Enjoy Together Giftbox is a beautiful set to enjoy together, 
containing the following products:

 - Safe Lubricant Silicones
 - Safe Vibraring
 - Safe Sensation
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Condoms Lubricants Massage Toys Giftbox

Safe Massage
Seduce your partner with the Safe Massage Candle. The candles have a wonderful scent that will spread out into your
bedroom. Light the candle and wait until the ‘wax’ becomes liquid and transforms into soft massage oil.

Let your room smell like 
spring blossom with the 
Desire Massage Candle. 

With the Green Twist 
Massage Candle, you will 
have a fresh but sensual 
fragrance spread out into 
your bedroom. This candle 
has the exciting smell of 
Appletini. 

Seduce your partner with this 
fabulous Seduction Massage 
Candle. The candle has a 
vanilla scent that warms your 
bedroom atmosphere in no 
time.

By using this Spiritual 
Massage Candle, you will 
quickly get to an exciting and 
erotic level. The candle has a 
scent of bamboo and water 
lily, so you can really relax.

With the All Natural 
Massage Oil (200ml), you 
can spoil each other with 
a fantastic massage. This 
massage oil will give you a 
softer and more flexible skin. 
The massage oil is free from 
parabens, hypoallergenic 
and made of animal-friendly 
products.

Safe Giftbox

The Safe Pleasure Giftset is the ultimate gift to surprise your partner. Enjoy 
this gorgeous set and bring the passion in your relationship to a higher 
level. This set contains the following products:

 - Safe Lubricant Silicones
 - Safe Vibraring
 - Safe Perfect Vibe

The Safe Enjoy Together Giftbox is a beautiful set to enjoy together, 
containing the following products:

 - Safe Lubricant Silicones
 - Safe Vibraring
 - Safe Sensation
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Condoms Lubricants Massage Toys Giftbox

Safe Massage
Seduce your partner with the Safe Massage Candle. The candles have a wonderful scent that will spread out into your
bedroom. Light the candle and wait until the ‘wax’ becomes liquid and transforms into soft massage oil.

Let your room smell like 
spring blossom with the 
Desire Massage Candle. 

With the Green Twist 
Massage Candle, you will 
have a fresh but sensual 
fragrance spread out into 
your bedroom. This candle 
has the exciting smell of 
Appletini. 

Seduce your partner with this 
fabulous Seduction Massage 
Candle. The candle has a 
vanilla scent that warms your 
bedroom atmosphere in no 
time.

By using this Spiritual 
Massage Candle, you will 
quickly get to an exciting and 
erotic level. The candle has a 
scent of bamboo and water 
lily, so you can really relax.

With the All Natural 
Massage Oil (200ml), you 
can spoil each other with 
a fantastic massage. This 
massage oil will give you a 
softer and more flexible skin. 
The massage oil is free from 
parabens, hypoallergenic 
and made of animal-friendly 
products.

Safe Giftbox

The Safe Pleasure Giftset is the ultimate gift to surprise your partner. Enjoy 
this gorgeous set and bring the passion in your relationship to a higher 
level. This set contains the following products:

- Safe Lubricant Silicones
- Safe Vibraring
- Safe Perfect Vibe

The Safe Enjoy Together Giftbox is a beautiful set to enjoy together, 
containing the following products:

- Safe Lubricant Silicones
- Safe Vibraring
- Safe Sensation
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SAFE INTENSE SAFE CONDOMS RIB/NOP 72X

A big pack with 72 Intense Safe Condoms.
The Intense Safe condom is provided with ribs 
and nops.
The structure of this condom feels very pleasant 
and is not disturbing. 
The Intense Safe condom is provided with 
lubricant. 

SAFE STRONG CONDOMS 72X

A big pack with 72 Safe Strong condoms.
The Safe Strong condom is an extra strong condom.
Is suitable for anal use and is provided with a 
lubricant.
Safe Strong condoms have a cylindrical shape and 
give you the extra safe feeling.

SAFE XL CONDOMS 72X

A big pack with 72 Safe XL Condoms.
The Safe XL Condom is a condom that is just 
a little longer than the standard condom.
This condom has a cylindrically shape.
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